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Luminis Books presents this eerie tale of mystery, suspense, and true love.

Bad things come in threes. In Shady Springs, that includes murder.

Murder Now
Lange Crawford's move to Shady Springs, Pennsylvania, lands her a group of awesome friends, a major
crush on songwriter Vaughn, and life in a haunted, 200-year-old farmhouse. It also brings The Hunt: an
infamous murder mystery festival where students solve a fake, gruesome murder scheme during the week of
Halloween. Well, supposedly fake.  

Murder Then
Weeks before The Hunt, Lange and her friends hold a seance in the farmhouse's eerie barn. When a voice
rushes through, whispering haunting words that only she and Vaughn can hear, Lange realizes it's begging
for help. The mysterious voice leads Lange and Vaughn to uncover letters and photos left behind by a
murdered girl, Ginny, and they become obsessed with her story and the horrifying threats that led to her
murder.  

Murder Yet to Come
But someone doesn't like their snooping, and Lange and Vaughn begin receiving the same threats that Ginny
once did. The mysterious words from the barn become crucial to figuring out Ginny's past and discovering
how their own past is connected to hers. They must work fast to uncover the truth or risk finding out if
history really does repeat itself.

Second Verse is the winner of a 2013 Moonbeam Children's Book Award. It won the Gold in its●

category: Young Adult Fiction - Horror/Mystery

PARANORMAL / MURDER MYSTERY / YOUNG ADULT / GHOSTS & HAUNTINGS /
HALLOWEEN / ROMANCE
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From reader reviews:

Margaret Coleman:

Why don't make it to be your habit? Right now, try to prepare your time to do the important work, like
looking for your favorite guide and reading a guide. Beside you can solve your trouble; you can add your
knowledge by the reserve entitled Second Verse. Try to stumble through book Second Verse as your good
friend. It means that it can being your friend when you really feel alone and beside associated with course
make you smarter than ever. Yeah, it is very fortuned in your case. The book makes you more confidence
because you can know everything by the book. So , we need to make new experience and knowledge with
this book.

Ariane Swanson:

The guide untitled Second Verse is the book that recommended to you to study. You can see the quality of
the guide content that will be shown to an individual. The language that publisher use to explained their way
of doing something is easily to understand. The writer was did a lot of study when write the book, so the
information that they share for you is absolutely accurate. You also might get the e-book of Second Verse
from the publisher to make you much more enjoy free time.

Richard Daniels:

As we know that book is vital thing to add our information for everything. By a book we can know
everything you want. A book is a list of written, printed, illustrated or perhaps blank sheet. Every year ended
up being exactly added. This book Second Verse was filled about science. Spend your extra time to add your
knowledge about your scientific research competence. Some people has distinct feel when they reading a
new book. If you know how big benefit from a book, you can truly feel enjoy to read a publication. In the
modern era like at this point, many ways to get book that you wanted.

Mary Patterson:

What is your hobby? Have you heard that will question when you got students? We believe that that concern
was given by teacher on their students. Many kinds of hobby, Every individual has different hobby. And you
know that little person including reading or as examining become their hobby. You should know that reading
is very important and also book as to be the factor. Book is important thing to increase you knowledge,
except your personal teacher or lecturer. You discover good news or update about something by book.
Amount types of books that can you take to be your object. One of them is niagra Second Verse.
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